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1. Introduction 

This document reports WP6 progress on the Hot Topic Sensing (HTS) system during the period 

October-2014 to May-2015. 

During this period, we worked on improving the text categorization server accuracy, developed 

new API for stop words and active learning. In addition, we corrected several bugs and try to 

refactor our code to distribute computation more easily. 

Team Changes: 

During this period, the Xerox WP6 team was composed of: 

 Stéphane Clinchant  

 Adrien Czerny, a new developer join the team and had to be trained on the HTS 

architecture and components. 

The first part of this deliverable describes new features and corrected bugs, such as active 

learning API and improvements of the HTS categorizer. The appendix contains instructions to 

log to our servers, results of topic models and the detailed HTS API with the categories. 

In addition to that, the sharepoint folder contains: 

- Code Release 

o https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/
WP6_D6.6_HTS_code.zip  

 

- Code Documentation of the HTS system 

o https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/
WP6_D6.6_HTS_api.pdf  

- Code Documentation of the HTS-Text Categorizer system 

o https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/
WP6_D6.6_HTS_categorizer_API.pdf  

 

  

https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/WP6_D6.6_HTS_code.zip
https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/WP6_D6.6_HTS_code.zip
https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/WP6_D6.6_HTS_api.pdf
https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/WP6_D6.6_HTS_api.pdf
https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/WP6_D6.6_HTS_categorizer_API.pdf
https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6/WP6_D6.6_HTS_categorizer_API.pdf
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2. Hot Topic Sensing   

Brief Summary of  Deliverable D6.5 

Last year, we leveraged user-interactions in order to improve the quality of topics. This is 

why, we have worked on using supervised algorithms to help facilitators to create and 

monitor relevant topics matching their interest. We have specified and implemented a 

classifier API: it was deployed on the production server end of July 2014  

 Both documents and features (words) can be labelled. Therefore, users can easily 

create and update categories: we have tried to make the model effective in the 

intended usage scenario: users would mostly label words and we would have only few 

document labels. 

 We changed how topic models should be used: topic models are computed only on 

recent documents in order to detect event like phenomenon whereas they used to be 

computed on the entire dataset. In addition, there is a neat integration between topic 

models and categories as it is straightforward to create categories from topics. 

 

Furthermore, since the beginning of the project there is an important ambiguity regarding ‘Hot 

Topics’. The various stakeholders we met and the state of the art we analysed (cf D6.1) lead 

us to distinguish these two different interpretations: 

• Event: A fine grained-event like a strike, murder, a political scandal.  In that 

case, many articles suddenly appear at the same time. 

• Trend: A long quiet steady trend on economic downturn in the city, 

transportation, pollution in a city. 

These two ‘hot topics’ have different time resolution and we have claimed that a single 

algorithm may not fit well these different cases. 

All these reasons lead to the development of categories. Hence, user interactions are required 

to retain topics and moving from an unsupervised setting to a semi-supervised one  

In a nutshell, we had proposed the following user interaction over time: 
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Various improvements have been made over the Hot Topic Sensing module, which we will 

detail in this section. An overview will be given for different features before the section dives 

into technical aspects. 

As a reminder, the HTS architecture is depicted below. It is composed of two main 

components: the HTS Core Module, relying on a Mongo database and the classification server 

powered by a Cassandra database. 

 

First, suppose that social media are added as usual. 

Then: 

1. From time to time, topics are computed and proposed to the 
facilitator 

2. Depending on the quality of proposed topics, he/she decides to 
create categories to indicate that the topic is relevant. The user 
can eventually create categories independently of topics. 

3. Documents continue to be added to HTS 
4. From time to time, the user examined documents predicted to 

categories, analyze a new set of topics and decide whether to 
add a new category 

This process would continue over time etc. 
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Code Management 

Right after the review, we change our code versioning system from Subversion (svn) to Git 

versioning system. It was easier to manage the different server configurations and the work 

with the different developers. We did find svn limited to manage the different server 

configuration. 

 We work on the following git branches: 

 -Development Branch 

 -Master Branch. the main  generic code 

 -Test Server branch. This branch contains the local modification to the master branch 

for the case of the test server. 

 -Production server branch. This branch contains the local modification to the master 

branch for the production server 

Later, we decided to two new branches corresponding to our change in the classifier 

implementation and to some change in the API. 

 -test_server_logistic_regression 

 -development branch 
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 -master_logistic_regression 

 -prod_server_logicistic_regression 

 

Class diagram 

We briefly recall the internal architecture of the HTS system. This would be useful to 

understand the required change with the new features we developed. 

 

 HTS library: includes the core models and all the topic modelling functionalities 

 HTS resources API:  interface between core library and the REST API calls. 

We present in the next section the class diagram for these 2 modules. 

This core library has: 

 Corpus class: encapsulate a subset of text documents. A corpus is simply defined by 

its name. 

 CorpusDocument class: CorpusDocument is a text document container. A 

corpusdocument is defined is an element inside a Corpus. It contains a text and 

text_pre in case it has been preprocessed. 

 Dictionary class: Dictionary stores the words of a corpus. These words are also 

enriched with the frequency count. It also contains a list of words, called 

WordDescriptors , and a list of stop words (words that are too common or too rare). 

 WordDescriptor class: is an element of Dictionary. Thanks to this token description 

we can dynamically generate word mapper for a bag of word model. 

 TopicEngine class: performs the NMF algorithm for Topic Modeling. It needs a 

dictionary instance in order to transform corpus documents in bag of words model. 

This class also provides several functions such as: add_document, build_model, 

infer_document_topics, etc. 

  

 Topic class: can be simply defined as a distribution of words. That generally describes a 

subject or a ‘hot topic’, for example, transport, sport, fashion ...  

 

The following figure shows the class diagram of the HTS core module. 
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The next figure shows the resource class diagram in order to expose objects in a REST 

service. Each resource is derived from the MongoEngineResource class. Each model class is 

associated with a resource class. For example, Corpus class will associate with 

CorpusResource class derived from the MongoEngineResource class. The urls and the 

methods called are defined these resource classes (example 

categoryid/add_category_words) 
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Stop words  

In the very first version of the HTS prototype, we did expose an API to enable users to label 

their stop words . At that time stop words  were associated to an object (Corpora) which was 

then subsequently hidden from the API. 

Then, we were asked to manage and to decide about the stop words  strategy. As we reported 

in Deliverable 6.5, we observed that the campaign language parameter was never properly 

set. This parameter is responsible for loading language specific stop words . In addition, we 

observe that it was common that to find multiple target languages for one campaign. For 

instance, a Zagreb campaign has social media targets in French, German and Croatian. To 

address this problem, we decided to use a single shared list of stop words  with major 

European languages such as English, German, Croatian, French, Italian, Swedish. 

However, our partners ask again for the ability to set some campaign dependent stop words . 

So we redeveloped an API for stop words  as the former API was not appropriate nor possible 

enough due to code change.  

In addition, we have also filtered stop words  from the categorization server. In the past, the 

whole list of documents tokens was sent to the categorization server. Now, the tokens list is 

filtered with the list of known stop words  at the time when the document is inserted. However, 
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we do not propagate new stop words  to the categorization server backwards. A document is 

only sent once to the categorization server and its list of tokens is not updated afterwards. 

 We had to change slightly the code to preprocess documents and eventually reprocessing 

documents when the list of stop words changes. In total, there are now two lists of stop words 

for each topic engine/campaign. 

 -the local one defined by the API 

-the global one (as defined previously) 

In summary, the stop words  were defined globally in a file for all the campaigns, while now 

they have become adaptive to the user campaigns. 

HTTP method GET   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_stop words /    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

    

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of stop words  
 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine 

does not exist 

 

Add a list of stop words  to a TopicEngine 

  

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_add_stop words /    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

 An array of strings to be added as stop words  

 [ 

  "le", 

  "la" 

] 

  

Result  HTTP 200 - The actual list of stop words  for 
the topicengine 

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does 
not exist 

 

Remove a list of stop words  from a TopicEngine 

  

HTTP method POST   
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Request path /topicengine/<id>/_remove_stop words /    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

 An array of strings to be removed 

 [ 

  "le", 

  "la" 

] 

  

Result  HTTP 200 - The actual list of stop words  for 
the topicengine 

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does 
not exist 

 

Remove every stop words  from a TopicEngine 

  

HTTP method GET   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_remove_all_stop words /    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

    

Result  HTTP 200 - The actual list of stop words  
for the topicengine 

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine 
does not exist 

 

 

Topic Scope 

In previous deliverables, we argued that the notion of Hot Topics was ambiguous as it could 

be something like: 

Event: A fine grained-event like a strike, murder, a political scandal 

Trend: A long quiet steady trend on economic downturn in the city, transportation, the 

environment in a city ? 

Due to data growth, topics are unstable and this is why we introduced the notion of categories 

to capture user interests. In the last version of HTS, topics were computed only on the most 

recent 5,000 documents in order to capture event-like topics. 

We wanted here to introduce ‘long-term’ topics, that is topics computed on the last 6 months 

of data for instance. Ideally, we would have like to offer topics with different kind of granularity 

as cities may have different needs. 
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There was not a clear consensus on what could be a good setting for long-term topics, so we 

decided to define them as 

 5000 latest documents: short term 

 50000 latest documents: long term 

We could have use other definition (last month, 6 months , 1 year etc.)  so as to distinguish 

global trends and local trends but the idea was to be quick to possibly have some feedback 

on what could be a good setting for long-term topics.  

We first analysed what could be the potential solutions in our code to manage several 

collections of topics for a given campaign.  The first option we thought of was to have different 

classes of TopicEngine, one specialized for long-term topics by inheritance of the NMF 

TopicEngine class but we gave up this idea as it would have complicate the integration with 

WP3 (Due to the REST API, two call would have been necessary) 

The solution to keep the interactions between WP3-WP6 smooth was to simply add an attribute 

‘scope’ (long-term; short term) to each topic. Then, each topic engine is responsible for 

building short term and long-term topics. The configuration of ‘short-term’ and ‘long-term’ 

topics is directly hard coded in the build_model function, without any possibility to interact 

with it through REST calls, which is not a very good design.  

 

Figure 1 UML Diagramm of impacted classes to handle different kind of topics. 

 

In addition, we had to extend our internal server in charge of recomputing the topics (module 

hts_server.py) to account for both types of job (short-term/long-term). This server recompute 

short term-topics as soon as 500 new documents are received.  For the long –term topics, we 

set the policy for retraining long-term topics on a regular basis. Nevertheless, these choices 
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were made to be as ‘quick as possible’ to streamline the integration (cf review remarks) and 

leave room for improvements. In fact, the big advantage of this solution is that very few things 

change in REST API with WP3. 

We give in the appendix a sample of long-term topics and short term topics for a campaign on 

Vienna, which mostly contains online newspapers targets. Nevertheless, we give in the 

following table some sample of long-term and short term topics. 

Table 1 Sample of Long-term Topics which are not anymore in the short-term ones. 

Topic scope ID  Topic Words 

Topic 
long_term 46  

 lufthansa,  cockpit,  piloten,  germanwings,  streik,  absturz,  pilot,  maschine,  
airbus,  bahn,  streiks,  copilot,  gewerkschaft,  passagiere,  frankfurt,  betroffen,  
flugzeug,  spohr,  airline,  pilotengewerkschaft] 

Topic 
long_term 34  

 ukraine,  russland,  putin,  kiew,  moska ,  russische,  russischen,  poroschenko,  
separatisten,  ostukraine,  nato,  ukrainische,  donezk,  sanktionen,  ukrainischen,  
osze,  russlands,  soldaten,  krim,  wladimir] 

Topic 
long_term 35  

 irak,  syrien,  kurden,  kobane,  kurdischen,  staat,  syrischen,  islamischer,  stadt,  
miliz,  obama,  extremisten,  kampf,  jihadisten,  terrormiliz,  peschmerga,  syrische,  
kurdische,  iraakischen,  erdogan] 

Topic 
long_term 10  

 philae,  kometen,  rosetta,  sonde,  landung,  tschuri,  kontrollzentrum,  raumsonde,  
erde,  landeeinheit,  ulamec,  mission,  tschurjumow,  roboter,  komet,  darmstadt,  
gerassimenko,  daten,  projektleiter,  hieroglyphen] 

 

Table 2 Common topics between long-term and short –term topics 

Topic  scope ID   Topic words 

Topic 
long_term 20  

 hamilton,  rosberg,  mercedes,  vettel,  ferrari,  formel,  lewis,  nico,  rennen,  bull,  
weltmeister,  prix,  wolff,  ricciardo,  grand,  alonso,  williams,  mclaren,  pole,  
sebastian] 

Topic 
long_term 16  

 rapid,  salzburg,  trainer,  minute,  sturm,  league,  austria,  spiel,  altach,  
mannschaft,  admira,  bundesliga,  sieg,  tore,  neustadt,  ried,  champions,  liga,  
bayern,  partie] 

Topic 
short_term 18  

 bayern,  salzburg,  rapid,  real,  trainer,  league,  minute,  barcelona,  champions,  
porto,  spiel,  sieg,  mannschaft,  liga,  halbfinale,  madrid,  austria,  guardiola,  tore,  
bundesliga] 

Topic  
Short term  

 hamilton,  ferrari,  rosberg,  mercedes,  vettel,  nico,  rennen,  lewis,  bahrain,  
formel,  sebastian,  weltmeister,  ricciardo,  pole,  rosso,  toro,  kimi,  bull,  williams,  
runde] 

 

What these tables show is that the HTS long-term topics seem to correspond to past event 

rather than high-level trends such as international-policy/sport/technology topics. We currently 

believe this has to do with the term weighting function and the lack of hierarchy between 

topics. We would also have like to experiment with different term weighting schema ( 

variations of TF-IDF) as we believed that it might impact to the type of long-term topics one 

would find in the data. For instance, unnormalized tf-idf is very good at finding ‘bursty’ words 

which described an event, which is what the HTS is finding. 
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Bug Fixes: 

 We fixed a bug on the handling of utf-8 characters for topic words. Topic words were 

not properly converted to utf-8. We discovered this bug while working on a Chinese 

campaign. 

3. HTS Categorizer Improvements 

 

We detail here the multi task learning model implemented in the MTLS system for readers 

interested by such details. 

Let 𝑋 = (𝑥𝑖𝑗) be the document-term matrix where 𝑥𝑖𝑗 the term frequency of word j in 

document i. Let 𝑌 be the matrix of document–categories representing the labels. The MTLS 

model seeks 3 low-rank matrices A, B, C of rank k which minimizes: 

min 𝛾||𝐴 ∗ 𝐵 − 𝑋||
2

+  𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝐴, 𝐶, 𝑌) 

where k is a parameter and Loss can be a quadratic or a logistic loss function1. Matrices A and 

B actually represents low dimensional subspaces, as known as embeddings. 

First of all, we investigated the issue of accuracy of our text categorizer as reported by our 

partners. We did find several problems: 

We found several problems: 

 IDF Weighting: We remarked that the MTLS server did not take into account and 

inverse document frequency weighting in the term vectors it models.   

The MTLS model aim to explain the document vectors (the left part of the previous 

equations) and to minimize the classification loss. If the matrix X is not using idf-

weighting, then the model seeks to explain the behaviour of very frequent words and 

the overall classification model get penalized. 

 

We tested the effect of IDF on a subset of 20 newsgroups. We used a labelled dataset 

of 50 labels for each of the 6 categories selected. Adding the inverse document 

frequency component increases the accuracy from nearly 53% to 73%. 

 

In addition, these document vectors were not unit-normalized, which create a bias 

toward long documents. We corrected this by using a logarithmic transform on the 

word frequencies. 

                                           

 

1Loss(A,C,Y)=log(1+exp(-Y*(A.*C))) with Y in {0,1} 
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 Thread Safety:  We also found out that this prototype, using pycassa2 and 

Cassandra, was not thread safe. Some metadata such as the document IDs were 

corrupted by different threads. We had to correct this problem and re-migrate the old 

data in the categorization server. Migration took almost 2 days as our Cassandra 

database server crashed in the middle and the migration had to be done once again. 

This was one of the biggest problem and we implemented a simple locking 

mechanism per corpora: only one thread is allow to write new content per 

campaign/corpora (there are about 300  corpora in the production server). Due to 

time constraint, we did not implement more fined-grained synchronization method. 

 

 While investigating the IDF problem we found out two other minor problems. We had 

Duplicated Word indices. The first time a word occurs, it increased the 

dimensionality of the vocabulary not by 1, but by its frequency in the first document 

it occurred. This wrong behaviour led to considerable larger vocabulary (5000-10000 

dimensions could be useless) of the matrix B and X, which increase the memory 

usage and loading times of the matrix. Nevertheless, this bug does not impact 

accuracy. 

 

 In addition, we noticed that the library Pycassa which interacts with Cassandra has 

some strong assumptions regarding default values for parameters. For instance, 

when querying data for a ColumnFamily (the analogue concept of a relational table in 

Cassandra), it only returns values for the first 100 columns and not all the columns as 

we expected.  For instance, if a document has more than 100 different words, it 

would return only 100 words. This bugs had minor effects on this accuracy (1% 

accuracy gained) 

 

 Remove Words labels 

The delete word label function was not propagated to MTLS. We still kept the labelled 

word even if it was deleted in the mongo Categories. 

 

 Changes of logic for feature labelling 

 

Finally, we change the feature labelling logic implemented in MTLS. We previously 

explain in D6.4 how feature labelling works: documents with at least two or category 

words are labelled as pseudo-positive.  

In the implementation of this idea, it was chosen to store these pseudo-labels as true 

labels, thus mixing true labels given by the user and pseudo-labels. 

                                           

 

2 (python library to interact with the Cassandra database) 
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Another problem with this implementation is that these pseudo-labels were just created 

once, at the moment of adding these new words. Consequently, if new documents 

matching the category words would appear later, they would not be considered as 

pseudo positive in the next training stages. 

 

An obvious fix to this problem was simply to compute the pseudo labels whenever the 

models were trained. This solves the two problems: true labels and pseudo labels are 

not mixed and pseudo-labels are dynamically updated to take into account new 

documents. However, this solution required adding a new column family in Cassandra 

to store the word labels.  

 

 Number of Negatives. When the classifiers are trained, we randomly sample 

negatives examples. We used 50 negatives samples in the past but we observed that 

the features labelling step could potentially label a few thousands or tens of thousands 

of documents. To reduce the problem of class imbalance, we used the min (1000,0.1* 

nb_documents). This would only reduce the risk of not taking enough negatives. 

Recall that MTLS was a prototype we inherited from another project and for which we added 

corrections on the API.  In general, these bugs corrections took us a bit more time than 

expected as our former developer Theo Trouillon was the only one knowledgeable on 

Cassandra. So we spent some time on learning Cassandra concepts such as ColumnFamily, 

and the python library Pycassa. 

In particular, no test environment such as Unit testing was developed for this MTLS prototype. 

We spend some time writing unit tests and it enabled us to discover the bugs we mentioned 

before (module UT_mtls.py) . 

Finally, we also spend some time benchmarking and profiling our code. This helps us 

understand the bottleneck in our code and what could be optimized if necessary. In particular, 

we found that one of the bottlenecks was the lack of index between the mtls/Cassandra 

identifiers and document identifiers in Mongo. For big collections, the mongo queries take most 

of the time for processing requests. 

For instance, the following plot shows the response time for getting all category predictions 

for all documents in a campaign/corpora. 
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Furthermore, we added a rule based method for categorizing documents. It works simply by 

feature voting: if a document has two category words then it belongs to this category. This 

correspond simply to the feature labelling step we explained previously. 

 A frequent complaint from the users is that they often did not understand why a document 

was assigned to a category. After feature labelling, we trained an algorithm which aims to 

generalized to new words as well: For instance, if the category words are ‘Obama’, ‘president’, 

‘US’, then , we might learn that ‘Clinton,’Hillary’ are words positively related to that category. 

But it can also introduce ‘bad’ and frequent words as well. This is why we decided to share the 

result of the feature labelling method. Note that Cellent also implemented a similar version 

thanks to the Lucene library. The method is described below. 

Boolean Category Prediction 

Perform Category prediction with a boolean query on the category words 

Return a dictionary of dictionary: first key correspond to doc index, second key to category 
index and value is the prediction of that category for this document. 

  

HTTP method GET 

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_boolean_wordpredict/  

Request path parameters  id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

Request query 
parameters 

  

Result  HTTP 200 -   

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist 
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 Example:  
o { "1":{"3": 1}    "5":{"2": 1} } 

Document with index "1" is assigned to category with index "3" 
... 

  

The next plots show the response time on the production server for the call the Boolean 

prediction method (cf new features) and the call which infers all the categories for all 

documents in a campaign. 

 

 

 

 

 

The corrected version of MTLS was ready and deployed the first week of December 2014. 

In January 2015, we decided to build alternatives text categorization servers with standard 

logistic regression with l1 or l2 regularization. Our goal was to make sure that the text classifiers 

would be effective. We then compared the results with the MTLS models which perform 

dimensionality reduction. We then have compared some tests to compare the predictions on 

pilot cities categories. 

Finally, we decided to opt for the l1 regularized logistic regression as it seems to be more 

precise with feature labelling. We had therefore to recode part of the categorization server to 
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change the models and the ways it interacts in the HTS prototype. These new set of 

categorizers were available the first week of February 2014. 

In the following table, we wanted to show that the text categorizer is able to generalize to 

new words. For each category, we sorted words by their relevancy to the category. Then, we 

took the top 20 words and computed the set difference with the category words, namely the 

labelled features. 

Table 2 Sample of New words learnt by the categorizer for the Campaign 7517452 , London 

Prosperity City 

 

Category New  Relevant Words Category Words 

Housing      figure  ,  permission  ,  site  ,  
doesn  ,  stay  ,  rent  ,  dawn  ,  
performances  ,  average  ,  cash  ,  
households  ,  answered  ,  
residents  ,  east  ,  opportunity  ,  
typical      

    demolition  ,  eviction  ,  housing  ,  relocation  ,  slum  ,  tenant  ,  
infill  ,  shelter  ,  decay  ,  abide  ,  dwell  ,  lodge  ,  lodging  ,  
tenement     

Community 
Facilities  

    cambridge  ,  hair  ,  job  ,  
therapist  ,  norfolk  ,  children  ,  
previous  ,  don  ,  ill  ,  bbc  ,  live  
,  fabulous  ,  passed  ,  mum  ,  
tips  ,  documentary  ,  asked  ,  
happy      

    kindergarden  ,  hospital  ,  school     

Culture      performers  ,  toured  ,  
historian  ,  kate  ,  committed  ,  
portrayed      

    hollywood  ,  band  ,  concert  ,  exhibition  ,  exposition  ,  festival  ,  
film  ,  movie  ,  museum  ,  painting  ,  cultural  ,  tradition  ,  music  ,  
popstar     

Politics      upper  ,  letters  ,  pledge  ,  
cocktail  ,  novels  ,  counterparts  
,  farage  ,  picked  ,  helpful  ,  
implement      

    dictator  ,  diplomat  ,  election  ,  immigration  ,  minister  ,  party  ,  
council  ,  mayor  ,  parliament  ,  governor  ,  constituency     

Sports      coach  ,  outstanding  ,  honour  
,  wildlife  ,  game  ,  stamford  ,  
inspiring  ,  leaves  ,  games  ,  
stadium      

    formula  ,  cricket  ,  football  ,  paralympic  ,  soccer  ,  horserace  ,  
tennis  ,  bridge  ,  chess  ,  olympic  ,  champion     

Social 
Policy  

    funds  ,  defeated  ,  standard  ,  
publish  ,  potential  ,  basis  ,  
mechanism  ,  facing  ,  summit  ,  
tory  ,  lying      

    charity  ,  devastation  ,  eviction  ,  joblessness  ,  malnutrition  ,  
prostituiton  ,  shelter  ,  social  ,  unemployment  ,  welfare  ,  
exclusion  ,  poverty  ,  socioeconomic     

Waste 
Managment  

    real  ,  customers  ,  art  ,  food  
,  household  ,  material  ,  
pumping  ,  bring  ,  paper  ,  
station  ,  cost  ,  bag  ,  won  ,  
sewer      

    landfill  ,  waste  ,  garbage  ,  rubbish  ,  clutter  ,  cruft  ,  detritus  ,  
litter  ,  trash     

Energy      activities  ,  proliferation  ,  
reach  ,  site  ,  delivery  ,  atomic  
,  talks  ,  technology  ,  tokyo  ,  
weapon  ,  powered  ,  identified  
,  cell  ,  production  ,  combined  ,  
temperatures      

    electric  ,  nuclear  ,  thermal  ,  energy     

 

We tested several categorizers on the production server with categories on a London 

campaign. For each category, we dump the best predictions to an html files and upload all 

results  on the Sharepoint: 
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https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6_HTS_categorie
s_predictions.zip  

To conclude, we think that the Multi-Task learning model does not cope well with a large 

number of noisy labels. In addition, it is not possible to calibrate the rank of the embedding 

matrices due to the lack of training data. The l1 regularized logistic regression seems to be a 

more robust solution when used with feature labelling.   

 

Active learning 

During the last review and in the last deliverable, we mention that an active learning API could 

be very beneficial: we could directly ask users to label ambiguous documents and words. The 

user would be able to correct the system errors and overtime performance would improve. 

Document and Word Active Learning API 
HTTP method GET 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_active_learning_words/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request 
representation 

An array of strings (words) 

[ trees, forests ,governments ,wwf , coal , winds ,exertion ,ocean, continent, 

impacts, toxic, weather, quality "] 

Result  HTTP 200 – Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not exist 

 

 

Implementation 

Whenever a category is retrained, all documents predictions are updated and active learning 

batch are updated. We then decided to implement the simplest version of active learning 

methods, namely proposing documents with high entropy scores (probability close to 0.5). 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_active_learning/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

 nb_documents. The size of the batch for active learning 

Request representation {‘nb_docs”=20} 

Result An array of int ( document id) 

[“1”,”2”,”18,”50"] 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not 
exist 

https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6_HTS_categories_predictions.zip
https://biportal.cellent.at/foerderprojekte/eu/fupol/WP6/Deliverables/D6.6_HTS_categories_predictions.zip
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With regards to active learning for words, we briefly review the literature on that subject. We 

followed the recommendation of the article “Closing the Loop: Fast, Interactive Semi-

Supervised Annotation With Queries on Features and Instances”, Burr Settle, 

EMNLP’11 

The criterion used in the paper is simply a feature selection method based on computing the 

mutual information between word presence and category labels. Below are suggested words 

for the category Environment of the London campaign. 

Category Category Words 

Environment biodiversity, climate, environment, 
conservation, ozone, noise, pollution, 
emission 

 

Suggested Keywords. trees, forests ,governments ,wwf , coal , 
winds ,exertion ,ocean, continent, impacts, 
toxic, weather, quality, arctic ,respiratory 
,experts ,nature, problem, earth, dust, 
pollutants, outdoors, science, warming, rural, 
gases, conditions, areas ,temperatures, 
wildlife, lung ,greenhouse , defra, asthma, 
emission, scientists ,carbon , species, 
dioxide levels, air, emissions ,biodiversity, 
change, smog, environmental, conservation 
, climate, pollution environment 

 

HTS/MTLS – Job dispatcher 

Because of the introduction of ‘long-term’ topics, active learning methods, there are a lot of 

computations that could be performed in parallel: 

- Computing Topics/short-term Long-term on parallel for different campaigns 

- Retraining Categories in parallel 

- Computing Active Learning (documents and words) 

The last version of the HTS was ‘monoprocess’: only on thread was responsible to compute 

topics. The MTLS server was also mono-threaded, which imposed some constraints on the 

response time. 

We develop a new version of the HTS internal server: ( the module hts_multicore_server.py) 

based on the multiprocessing python library. This server was deployed on the test server in 

January. However, we faced a critical bug on the production server. It seems that the 

numerical libraries could block forked processes. We did spend some days to figure out it was 
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due to BLAS numerical library implementation. The Atlas library we used on the test server 

was fine but the OpenBlas version created  several problems3. 

4. Conclusion 

During this last cycle, our focus was to improve the text categorizer. While doing so, we 

discover several critical bugs such as the issue with thread safety. We then corrected many 

bugs coming from our original prototype relying on a Cassandra database.  

Debugging the statistical classifiers was time consuming as they partly work and one need to 

figure out what could be improve to increase precision. Due to team change, a new developer 

had to be trained on the HTS system and more precisely to get familiar with the Cassandra 

tools. 

Due to time constraints, we did not advance on research questions such as the active category 

detection mentioned in (D6.5). We worked on the patent submission for the JointNMF method 

disclosed in (D6.4). 

In addition, we corrected our initial version of the categorizer, expose the feature voting 

strategy and coded a version based on a more standard logistic regression. Our goal was to 

make sure that the deployed categorizers would be good and robust enough. 

Furthermore, we redeveloped a REST API for managing campaign specific stop words . We 

also proposed to include more topics –long-term topics, based on older data, and developed 

an active learning API. At the time of writing this deliverable, it is not yet clear if all proposed 

improvements will be integrated in the user interface from WP3. Finally, we tried to optimize 

the code, by parallelizing some HTS computations. 

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

3 These posts are related to the problem we experiences with our multicore server. 

https://github.com/xianyi/OpenBLAS/issues/294 

http://lists.ipython.scipy.org/pipermail/numpy-discussion/2014-February/069118.html 

 

https://github.com/xianyi/OpenBLAS/issues/294
http://lists.ipython.scipy.org/pipermail/numpy-discussion/2014-February/069118.html
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5. Appendix 

The appendix contains instructions to log to our servers, various results and the detailed HTS 

API with the categories. 

Test-Server Access 

Please follow these instructions to access the current service: 

 Open your browser and go to https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/ 

 Enter credentials (see screenshots): 

 Login=reviewersfupol 

 Password=fupol2014 

 

 

 Then click on HTS GUI and the default GUI will be displayed 

o You can browse, topic engine, corpus etc. 

 In case, you are not redirected to the HTS service, search for ‘hts’ in the open Xerox 

service search bar 

https://htsweb.services.open.xerox.com/
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o Click on HTS 

o Click on Try it now (see screenshot) 

 

Please note that this GUI will not be presented to city users. WP6 provide an API to WP3 

and WP3 is currently in charge of proposing a GUI for end-users. 

Production-Server Access 

Please follow these same instructions to access the production server: 

 Open your browser and go to https://hts.services.open.xerox.com/ 

  

https://hts.services.open.xerox.com/
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Topic Scope ID TopicWords 

Topic 
long_term 0  

 freie,  serbien,  neue,  monarchie,  presse,  erzherzog,  ferdinand,  durch,  belgrad,  
kann,  franz,  sarajevo,  russland,  kaiser,  heute,  tisza,  serbische,  welche,  sein,  
diese] 

Topic 
long_term 1  

 december,  cable,  retrieved,  jump,  undersea,  edit,  wikileaks,  landing,  critical,  
list,  crossing,  security,  sites,  grade,  english,  united,  canada,  manganese,  
southern,  border] 

Topic 
long_term 2  

 http,  blog,  html,  wordpress,  archives,  blogs,  attachment,  wedding,  news,  gallery,  
post,  review,  marketing,  business,  trailer,  food,  rock,  reviews,  info,  sample] 

Topic 
long_term 3  

 liquids,  aromen,  liquid,  hersteller,  http,  avoria,  flavours,  flavour,  tasty,  capella,  
puff,  apprentice,  twisted,  spot,  flavourart,  pink,  premium,  sahne,  juice,  dark] 

Topic 
long_term 4  

 wizo,  tour,  stuttgart,  http,  from,  schmutzki,  longhorn,  punk,  savants,  that,  
straubing,  three,  euch,  here,  weiz,  have,  your,  album,  with,  umsonst] 

Topic 
long_term 5  

 standard,  holub,  sehr,  sagen,  maier,  beyrer,  interview,  leute,  geht,  viel,  politik,  
alles,  foto,  viele,  europa,  beispiel,  immobilieninserate,  stellenanzeigen,  geld,  
frage] 

Topic 
long_term 6  

 that,  father,  your,  were,  mother,  what,  this,  would,  with,  never,  knew,  creature,  
said,  could,  smell,  told,  when,  anything,  like,  have] 

Topic 
long_term 7  

 freie,  presse,  impfgesetz,  kitchener,  bettauer,  kinder,  amerika,  bischof,  erfinder,  
flecktyphus,  unterseeboot,  blattern,  wilhelm,  lord,  konzentrationslager,  
erfindung,  bauer,  klavierlehrer,  rudolfsspital,  hittmair] 

Topic 
long_term 8  

 fluorid,  berres,  irene,  spiegel,  karies,  zahnpasta,  kalzium,  fluoride,  dosis,  
fluoriden,  spurenelement,  natriumfluorid,  fluor,  mengen,  milligramm,  
kalziumfluorid,  zahnpasten,  gift,  giftig,  inkorrekt] 

Topic 
long_term 9  

 freie,  presse,  antwerpen,  england,  baumwolle,  przemysl,  hofoper,  deutschen,  
schlacht,  schwarzenberg,  hoftheater,  theater,  graben,  krieg,  frankreich,  churchill,  
winston,  belgrad,  princip,  bombardement] 

Topic 
long_term 10  

 philae,  kometen,  rosetta,  sonde,  landung,  tschuri,  kontrollzentrum,  raumsonde,  
erde,  landeeinheit,  ulamec,  mission,  tschurjumow,  roboter,  komet,  darmstadt,  
gerassimenko,  daten,  projektleiter,  hieroglyphen] 

Topic 
long_term 11  

 freie,  armee,  presse,  stadt,  leben,  unserer,  rolland,  hauptmann,  krieg,  franzosen,  
rubens,  sumpf,  edlen,  gerhart,  romain,  lemberg,  attilas,  paris,  frieden,  brave] 

Topic 
long_term 12  

 postmaster,  that,  have,  this,  been,  your,  because,  american,  from,  would,  with,  
yahoo,  generalbundesanwalt,  sent,  could,  signed,  process,  over,  stolen,  which] 

Topic 
long_term 13  

 freie,  presse,  krieg,  kriegsanleihe,  england,  emden,  pforte,  suezkanal,  
verwundungen,  zypern,  kreuzer,  insel,  russischen,  prothesen,  russen,  
zentralfriedhof,  kampfe,  frankreich,  feind,  feinde] 

Topic 
long_term 14  

 prozent,  oecd,  jahr,  stimmen,  wirtschaft,  schnitt,  prozentpunkte,  befragten,  
deutlich,  studie,  weniger,  vergleich,  anteil,  wifo,  vorjahr,  wachstum,  
arbeitslosigkeit,  anstieg,  umfrage,  statistik] 

Topic 
long_term 15  

 mitterlehner,  spindelegger,  faymann,  steuerreform,  schelling,  reinhold,  partei,  
leitner,  mikl,  vizekanzler,  chef,  finanzminister,  werner,  cartellverband,  strache,  
regierung,  neos,  kanzler,  landeshauptmann,  koalition] 

Topic 
long_term 16  

 rapid,  salzburg,  trainer,  minute,  sturm,  league,  austria,  spiel,  altach,  mannschaft,  
admira,  bundesliga,  sieg,  tore,  neustadt,  ried,  champions,  liga,  bayern,  partie] 

Topic 
long_term 17  

 google,  nexus,  android,  proschofsky,  moto,  apps,  smartphone,  motorola,  tablet,  
lollipop,  andreas,  inbox,  wear,  gmail,  derstandard,  googles,  design,  glass,  
benachrichtigungen,  smartwatch] 
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Topic 
long_term 18  

 windows,  microsoft,  desktop,  lumia,  apps,  betriebssystem,  wendel,  nutzer,  
preview,  nokia,  technical,  version,  touch,  jedoch,  phone,  linux,  update,  
betriebssystems,  screenshot,  desktops] 

Topic 
long_term 19  

 hamas,  israel,  gazastreifen,  gaza,  israelische,  israelischen,  waffenruhe,  israels,  
kairo,  netanjah ,  abbas,  soldaten,  feuerpause,  jerusalem,  armee,  raketen,  
zivilisten,  israelischer,  netanyah ,  gazastreifens] 

Topic 
long_term 20  

 hamilton,  rosberg,  mercedes,  vettel,  ferrari,  formel,  lewis,  nico,  rennen,  bull,  
weltmeister,  prix,  wolff,  ricciardo,  grand,  alonso,  williams,  mclaren,  pole,  
sebastian] 

Topic 
long_term 21  

 ohio,  tenn,  laurel,  bill,  westerville,  steve,  mike,  charlotte,  larry,  william,  gary,  
concord,  david,  todd,  baker,  dave,  kingsport,  terry,  harvey,  wayne] 

Topic 
long_term 22  

 islam,  muslime,  islamisierung,  mannheimer,  christen,  linken,  koran,  deutschland,  
islamische,  terror,  christentum,  gelinkten,  mythos,  menschenrechts,  sozialisten,  
islamischen,  links,  antisemitismus,  isis,  westens] 

Topic 
long_term 23  

 krone,  kommentarfunktion,  netiquette,  user,  multimedia,  forum,  readcomplete,  
object,  kommentar,  redaktion,  schreiben,  gmbh,  diensteanbieter,  internetdienste,  
medieninhaber,  muthgasse,  mediengesetz,  herausgeber,  ihnen,  hersteller] 

Topic 
long_term 24  

 freie,  neue,  presse,  krieg,  deutschland,  jetzt,  ungarn,  kaiser,  russland,  durch,  
serbien,  mobilisierung,  england,  kampfe,  ihre,  kann,  schon,  truppen,  deutschen,  
allgemeine] 

Topic 
long_term 25  

 grasser,  haunold,  grassers,  stiftung,  meinl,  westenthaler,  meischberger,  
novomatic,  habe,  karl,  hochegger,  steuerberater,  buwog,  heinz,  peter,  
finanzminister,  plech,  bundesliga,  deloitte,  struktur] 

Topic 
long_term 26  

 puls,  justizminister,  brandstetter,  klenk,  visionen,  talk,  nowak,  falter,  rainer,  
florian,  neustart,  wolfgang,  klap,  dieter,  news,  spezial,  beitrag,  journalisten,  
beitrags,  milborn] 

Topic 
long_term 27  

 hartmann,  stantejsky,  springer,  burgtheater,  angermair,  ostermayer,  raddatz,  
entlassung,  bergmann,  holding,  matthias,  direktor,  silvia,  burg,  habe,  georg,  
bachler,  kapitel,  burgtheaterdirektor,  bundestheater] 

Topic 
long_term 28  

 polizei,  polizisten,  mann,  worden,  habe,  ferguson,  wurden,  fra ,  wegen,  
demonstranten,  brown,  laut,  verletzt,  festgenommen,  staatsanwaltschaft,  
pistorius,  haus,  wurde,  beamten,  opfer] 

Topic 
long_term 29  

 iran,  jemen,  saudi,  arabien,  teheran,  obama,  huthi,  rebellen,  huthis,  kerry,  
aden,  sanktionen,  iranischen,  zarif,  iranische,  sanaa,  abkommen,  hadi,  
verhandlungen,  houthi] 

Topic 
long_term 30  

 presse,  arbeiter,  exzesse,  derselben,  menge,  befreiung,  freie,  konzertsaal,  
charakter,  studierenden,  baden,  verlangt,  denselben,  juden,  verminderung,  
armen,  beziehung,  geworden,  inspektor,  schmelz] 

Topic 
long_term 31  

 netflix,  maxdome,  serien,  amazon,  filme,  snap,  demand,  video,  angebot,  prime,  
instant,  bietet,  anbieter,  staffeln,  inhalte,  serienbereich,  chromecast,  online,  
jedoch,  offline] 

Topic 
long_term 32  

 hypo,  heta,  bank,  bayernlb,  alpe,  adria,  banken,  bayern,  schelling,  euro,  
republik,  ausschuss,  finanzminister,  abwicklung,  anleihen,  milliarden,  
schuldenschnitt,  verkauf,  advent,  graber] 

Topic 
long_term 33  

 navy,  schlachtschiffe,  schiffe,  grad,  okinawa,  flotte,  admiral,  bild,  musashi,  japan,  
kreuzer,  flugzeuge,  vizeadmiral,  boote,  meter,  wolken,  japaner,  torpedos,  
imperial,  japanese] 

Topic 
long_term 34  

 ukraine,  russland,  putin,  kiew,  moska ,  russische,  russischen,  poroschenko,  
separatisten,  ostukraine,  nato,  ukrainische,  donezk,  sanktionen,  ukrainischen,  
osze,  russlands,  soldaten,  krim,  wladimir] 
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Topic 
long_term 35  

 irak,  syrien,  kurden,  kobane,  kurdischen,  staat,  syrischen,  islamischer,  stadt,  
miliz,  obama,  extremisten,  kampf,  jihadisten,  terrormiliz,  peschmerga,  syrische,  
kurdische,  irakischen,  erdogan] 

Topic 
long_term 36  

 alijew,  mikla ,  lansky,  pilnacek,  kasachischen,  alijews,  mussajew,  habe,  rachat,  
kasachstan,  aliyev,  ainedter,  kasachische,  anwalt,  kanzlei,  brandstetter,  
staatsanwaltschaft,  justiz,  botschafter,  causa] 

Topic 
long_term 37  

 salsa,  salsasocialclub,  zouk,  https,  social,  style,  umfrage,  facebook,  austria,  
rueda,  bachata,  mojitos,  chacha,  kizomba,  gringo,  gerstl,  presented,  flatrate,  
drink,  floors] 

Topic 
long_term 38  

 boko,  haram,  nigerias,  nigeria,  nigerianischen,  lohlker,  nordosten,  tschad,  sheka 
,  gwoza,  nigerianische,  norden,  chibok,  kamerun,  niger,  borno,  gewalt,  
extremisten,  islamischen,  islamisten] 

Topic 
long_term 39  

 linge,  president,  yahoo,  bank,  nigeria,  payment,  senate,  germany,  office,  federal,  
schrieb,  bundestag,  republic,  berlin,  houston,  zenith,  contract,  world,  parliament,  
your] 

Topic 
long_term 40  

 apple,  iphone,  ipad,  watch,  display,  iphones,  apples,  apps,  zoll,  cook,  riegler,  
samsung,  saphir,  ipads,  smartphones,  nutzer,  smartwatch,  modelle,  smartphone,  
markt] 

Topic 
long_term 41  

 frauen,  kinder,  fra ,  kind,  gewalt,  ablinger,  mahmoud,  feminismus,  kindern,  
heinisch,  hosek,  prammer,  mann,  diestandard,  derstandard,  sagt,  weibliche,  
eltern,  viele,  opfer] 

Topic 
long_term 42  

 nachbaur,  stronach,  klubobfra ,  team,  frank,  partei,  derstandard,  kathrin,  
westenthaler,  darer,  abgeordnete,  neos,  stronachs,  klub,  bundespartei,  dietrich,  
waltraud,  klubchefin,  funktion,  nachbaurs] 

Topic 
long_term 43  

 html,  salafisten,  hooligans,  hogesa,  http,  hannover,  demo,  deutschland,  fuer,  
themenwoche,  neonazis,  toleranz,  neonazi,  auschwitz,  politik,  rechte,  
volkstrauertag,  rechten,  fluechtlinge,  artikel] 

Topic 
long_term 44  

 thiem,  federer,  djokovic,  open,  dominic,  satz,  turnier,  melzer,  slam,  tennis,  
finale,  ersten,  nishikori,  break,  berdych,  gulbis,  runde,  weltranglisten,  nummer,  
grand] 

Topic 
long_term 45  

 sehr,  habe,  viel,  leben,  derstandard,  jahre,  jahren,  selbst,  eltern,  ganz,  foto,  
zeit,  viele,  kinder,  alles,  einmal,  welt,  sondern,  buch,  geht] 

Topic 
long_term 46  

 lufthansa,  cockpit,  piloten,  germanwings,  streik,  absturz,  pilot,  maschine,  airbus,  
bahn,  streiks,  copilot,  gewerkschaft,  passagiere,  frankfurt,  betroffen,  flugzeug,  
spohr,  airline,  pilotengewerkschaft] 

Topic 
long_term 47  

 oder,  wenn,  sein,  kann,  dann,  schon,  gibt,  immer,  diese,  sagt,  wurde,  muss,  
mich,  doch,  menschen,  keine,  wieder,  durch,  seine,  hier] 

Topic 
long_term 48  

 euro,  millionen,  milliarden,  dollar,  griechenland,  geld,  unternehmen,  banken,  
athen,  jahr,  bank,  zahlen,  tsipras,  kommission,  regierung,  investoren,  varoufakis,  
investitionen,  griechische,  juncker] 

Topic 
short_term 0  

 presse,  arbeiter,  derselben,  freie,  menge,  exzesse,  welche,  charakter,  befreiung,  
demonstration,  armen,  konzertsaal,  verlangt,  denselben,  welchen,  beziehung,  
ganze,  geworden,  studierenden,  tage] 

Topic 
short_term 1  

 holub,  standard,  haider,  hypo,  politik,  hendrich,  schiff,  gegangen,  bekommen,  
rolf,  lacht,  boot,  netto,  geld,  meiner,  rippe,  todesangst,  koralmtunnel,  damals,  
mischung] 

Topic 
short_term 2  

 wikimedia,  commons,  kaiser,  ring,  franz,  joseph,  votivkirche,  rings,  museum,  
domain,  foto,  semper,  hansen,  heinrich,  vindobona,  wurden,  public,  ferstel,  
sollte,  bach] 
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Topic 
short_term 3  

 romy,  film,  hallervorden,  gala,  kategorie,  beste,  heim,  lebenswerk,  kategorien,  
akademie,  bester,  vorstadtweiber,  jury,  reich,  preis,  wurst,  kinofilm,  schauspieler,  
puls,  produzent] 

Topic 
short_term 4  

 gruber,  feldpostbriefe,  nachlass,  schlafen,  reisegruppe,  soldaten,  frauen,  danzig,  
notiert,  weiterfahren,  briefen,  wehrmacht,  martha,  kriegt,  mobilisierung,  grete,  
krieg,  geradez ,  viel,  herrliche] 

Topic 
short_term 5  

 hamilton,  ferrari,  rosberg,  mercedes,  vettel,  nico,  rennen,  lewis,  bahrain,  formel,  
sebastian,  weltmeister,  ricciardo,  pole,  rosso,  toro,  kimi,  bull,  williams,  runde] 

Topic 
short_term 6  

 rauchensteiner,  renner,  rathkolb,  deklaration,  republik,  moskauer,  deutschland,  
standard,  sowjets,  manfried,  stalin,  befreiung,  amerikaner,  schlacht,  karl,  
unterschied,  oliver,  urvater,  zweiten,  russen] 

Topic 
short_term 7  

 jemen,  iran,  saudi,  huthis,  arabien,  huthi,  rebellen,  aden,  hadi,  saleh,  kaida,  
houthi,  bodentruppen,  sanaa,  luftangriffe,  arabischen,  riad,  arabiens,  teheran,  
derstandard] 

Topic 
short_term 8  

 obama,  kuba,  castro,  panama,  kubas,  washington,  kubanischen,  staaten,  
amerika,  havanna,  gipfel,  clinton,  treffen,  terrorliste,  venezuela,  beziehungen,  
maduro,  vereinigten,  barack,  liste] 

Topic 
short_term 9  

 conwert,  kerbler,  wohnen,  haselsteiner,  standard,  deutsche,  immobilien,  euro,  
aktien,  aktie,  verkauft,  vorstand,  juwelen,  immo,  angebot,  deutschen,  deal,  
verkaufen,  ruhe,  preis] 

Topic 
short_term 10  

 alijew,  kasachischen,  mussajew,  prozess,  alijews,  kasachstan,  nurbank,  anklage,  
nasarbajew,  rachat,  angeklagten,  habe,  verfahren,  kasachische,  banker,  justiz,  
zeugen,  alnur,  anwalt,  mahrer] 

Topic 
short_term 11  

 kleist,  boxer,  carlsen,  reinhard,  samia,  comic,  cash,  comics,  standard,  ausschnitt,  
comix,  traum,  graphic,  olympia,  geschichte,  sehr,  verlag,  werk,  reizt,  yusuf] 

Topic 
short_term 12  

 winterkorn,  piech,  porsche,  volkswagen,  konzern,  ferdinand,  aufsichtsrat,  
aufsichtsrats,  aufsichtsratschef,  audi,  vorstandschef,  machtkampf,  chef,  patriarch,  
bernd,  spitze,  spiegel,  martin,  niedersachsen,  distanz] 

Topic 
short_term 13  

 prozent,  euro,  inflationsrate,  millionen,  milliarden,  jahr,  griechenland,  defizit,  
dollar,  dienstleistungen,  beitritt,  eurozone,  investoren,  bank,  unternehmen,  
haushaltsdefizit,  heta,  banken,  wirtschaft,  vorjahr] 

Topic 
short_term 14  

 moss,  stirling,  mercedes,  daimler,  brescia,  denis,  rennen,  pillen,  florenz,  
aufzeichnungen,  mechaniker,  konnte,  ganz,  kurve,  mensch,  dollar,  auto,  foto,  
motorsports,  maserati] 

Topic 
short_term 15  

 mittelmeer,  italien,  unhcr,  migranten,  libyen,  bord,  triton,  mare,  nostrum,  
europa,  italienische,  italienischen,  boot,  schiffe,  catania,  nordafrika,  sami,  mikl,  
leitner,  sagte] 

Topic 
short_term 16  

 contest,  song,  public,  viewing,  eurovision,  wurst,  conchita,  metropol,  nights,  
rathausplatz,  placido,  domingo,  pratersauna,  bietet,  cafe,  lounge,  feiern,  widmet,  
austria,  leopold] 

Topic 
short_term 17  

 standard,  habe,  sehr,  alles,  viel,  sagen,  goisern,  viele,  krone,  geht,  jahren,  zeit,  
weber,  hoffer,  selbst,  derstandard,  einmal,  jahre,  kommt,  foto] 

Topic 
short_term 18  

 bayern,  salzburg,  rapid,  real,  trainer,  league,  minute,  barcelona,  champions,  
porto,  spiel,  sieg,  mannschaft,  liga,  halbfinale,  madrid,  austria,  guardiola,  tore,  
bundesliga] 

Topic 
short_term 19  

 nepal,  kathmand ,  erdbeben,  everest,  mount,  nachbeben,  beben,  bergsteiger,  
nepals,  delhi,  lawine,  leben,  erde,  holzer,  basislager,  viele,  hauptstadt,  sagte,  
tote,  mindestens] 
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Table 3 Top 3 Predictions for the HTS categorizer for the Category Energy on a London 

campaign 

Top Predictions for Category: Energy defined with  

 

electric,nuclear,thermal,energy 

Score  Document  

0.997087872872 3814|science london reuters discovery experts revolutionize fuel cell 

technology scientists britain graphene thinnest strongest 

impermeable material protons pass researchers led nobel prize 

winner discoverer graphene andre geim manchester university 

finding raised possibility future graphene membranes sieve 

hydrogen gas atmosphere generate electricity excited result opens 

area promising applications graphene clean energy harvesting 

hydrogen based technologies geim researcher study marcelo lozada 

hidalgo graphene thinnest material earth atom times stronger steel 

isolated geim fellow researchers awarded nobel prize work 

renowned impermeable gases liquids potential range corrosion proof 

coatings impermeable packaging super condoms knowing graphene 

impermeable smallest atoms hydrogen geim team... 

0.996837234796 3970|ultra strong graphene weak spot key fuel cells november 

london discovery experts revolutionize fuel cell technology 

scientists britain graphene thinnest strongest impermeable material 

protons pass researchers led nobel prize winner discoverer graphene 

andre geim manchester university finding raised possibility future 

graphene membranes sieve hydrogen gas atmosphere generate 

electricity excited result opens area promising applications graphene 

clean energy harvesting hydrogen based technologies geim 

researcher study marcelo lozada hidalgo graphene thinnest material 

earth atom times stronger steel isolated geim fellow researchers 

awarded nobel prize work renowned impermeable gases liquids 

potential range corrosion proof coatings impermeable packaging 

super condoms knowing graphene imper... 

0.991876512291 433|google beam static electricity raises hair google offices london 

simon legrand friend notice strange energy air walking google 

offices london records hair leon siciliano video source newsflare 

gmt nov comments bizarre video emerged walking beam static 

electricity google offices london simon legrand friend walking tech 

giants office building friday night felt strong electric field decided 

film experience simon walks building hair visibly rises head feel 

buzzing sensation forehead seconds demonstration simons friend 

holds phone high starts crackling initially didn hurts surprised 

intensify phone started crackling video cut friend strong electric 

shock holding phone high simon wrote online articles  
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HTS with Categories API Description 

This section gives the fully detailed API for the HTS. 

Encoding and general guidelines 

Literals 

Timestamp: currently timestamp values are represented as Unix/Posix time values (numerical 
litererals; number of seconds since 1970-01-01). We recommend to switch to more user-readable and 
exact format that includes timezone information (i.e. ISO 8601 encoding, "2014-01-01T23:00+01"). 

Values: Please use an uniform format. For example, if you decide to encode numeric values in long, 
try to stick every value to that format. 

Empty values 

Attributes that have no value assigned don't have to be included in the JSON encoded object. 

Identifiers (Id) 

Identifiers must be unique (at least within the set of objects of that domain type) and must not change 
at any time. 

Support paging for result list on GET requests  

Basically it would be good practice, if GET requests returning lists as results support paging. In fact 
paging support is common practice and many REST frameworks already support building pageable 
results out of the box. 
Instead returning a list/array as result a structured object is returned. Beside the actual data, this 
object contains metadata about the queryresult - query parameters allow to specify and limit the date 
returned. The current implementation of HTS already supports this for retrieving resources. Below a 
sample request and result using paging. 

Request: http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/hts/api/v1/topicengine/?limit=10 

Paging Result  

{ 

 "meta": { 

  "limit": 10,  

  "next": "/hts/api/v1/topicengine/?offset=10&limit=10",  

  "offset": 0,  

  "previous": null,  

  "total_count": 16 

 },  

 "objects": [ 

  {  

   "id": "52987acbf8e31529e08e262e", 

   "name": "test language",  

   ... 

  }, 

  { 

   "id": "52987acbf8e31529e08e262f/", 
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   "name": "London_NMFTE_20_topics", 

   ... 

  } 

  ... 

 } 

} 

Omitting paging parameters leads to using default values, using a limit value of 0 returns the whole 
resultset of data. 

Domain objects used by API methods 

The following diagram illustrates the most important domain classes that are related to the HTS 
functionality: 
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TopicEngineDocument  

A topic engine document is the representation of a post collected from (social) media. 

Attribute Type Required Description 

doc_id String yes The document's unique identifier - usually an uri. 

name String   The name or title of the document (currently not set for any 
type of post) 

text String   The content of the document. A document's content should 
be represented in plain text without any formatting or 
structural information. 

site_uri String   A URI pointing to the document's origin (site, i.e. 
http://www.twitter.com) 

forum_uri String   A URI pointing to the document's forum (i.e. 
http://www.facebook.com/user/234324) 

crawled_at Timestamp yes Timestamp when the document has been created at the 
given site. In case that the create timestamp is unknown we 
try to guess it (usually we take the timestamp when we 
observed the post for the first time) 

post_type String   The type of the post that contains the content. Currently the 
following types are known: 

 sioc:Post (generic post) 

 sioc:MicroblogPost (i.e. Twitter) 

 sioc:Comment (i.e. a Facebook comment) 

 sioc:WeblogPost (i.e. Blogspot) 

geolocation Point   The geographical position that relates to this post encoded 
in GeoJSON format. A specification of GeoJSON can be 
found here. 

Depending on the social media site only about 5% of posts 
will have a geolocation. 

index Int   The row index of the document in its corresponding 
TopicEngine in any future matrix returned by "Inferring 
Categories Documents". 1-1 relationship with doc_id 

Sample TopicEngineDocument  

{ 

 "doc_id": "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

 "create_time": 1392108158, 

 "forum_uri": "https://www.facebook.com/234/forum", 

 "geolocation": { "type": "Point", "coordinates": [47.5678,16.7893] }, 

 "name": "What a good story!", 

 "post_type": "sioc:Post", 

 "site_uri": "https://www.facebook.com", 

 "text": "This story is about....", 

 "index": 0 

}  

  

InferredDocuments  

An inferred documents is the representation of a sparse matrix of documents X categories matching 
probability. 

http://www.twitter.com/
http://www.facebook.com/user/234324
http://geojson.org/
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We implement it here as an array of dictionaries, where the array is indexed by the index of the 
documents, and the inner dictionaries are indexed by the index of categories. 

Unfortunately, JSON does not support integer keys for dictionaries , so we will use the string 
representation of the indexes for the inner dictionaries , it will still be much more compact than the 

full ids. 

 Only matches greater than a given threshold (for example 0.5) will be present in the inner 

dictionaries  (sparsity), thus absent indexes of a category for a document can be interpreted as 0. 

This will be the return of the 3 functions:"Inferring from Existing Documents" "Inferring Documents" 

and "Inferring Categories Document". 

In the first case, only the categories of the asked documents will be present in the array, and the 
order will be the same than the order in which they where provided in input. 

In the second case, the documents are not added to the TopicEngine, the indexes will also match with 
the order in which they where provided in input. 

In the third case, all the documents are present and in the order of their predefined index.  

If a document has no category that match higher than the threshold, at its index the inner dictionary 
will be empty. 

Attribute Type Required Description 

Does not really have an object formalism, 
this is just an array of dictionaries .  

      

Sample InferredDocument  

[ 

  { 

   "2" : 0.95, 

   "17" : 0.68, 

   "29" : 0.7 

  }, 

  { 

   "0" : 0.65, 

   "15" : 0.99 

  }, 

 ... 

] 

  

Category  
Attribute Type Required Description 

id String true The unique identifier of this category. It is also the column 
index of the category in its corresponding TopicEngine in 
any future matrix returned by "Inferring Documents" or 
"Inferring from Existing Documents" or "Inferring 
Categories Documents"  

resource_uri String true The full path for accessing the category through the 
TopicEngine (finally come back, quite necessary to 
access all the category related functions and will be 
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easier for you if we want to test differents apis (beginning 
of the path changes)) 

name String true Name of this category that is used to label the category. 
Would be set by the facilitator. 

description String   A brief description of the category. Empty by default the 
value can be changed by the user in the core platform. 

words Array words||doc_ids 
required 

Array of strings 

doc_ids Array words||doc_ids 
required 

Array of document ids 

Sample Category  

{ 

 "id": 7, 

 "uri": "/hts/api/v1/topicengine/527bb851f8/category/7", 

    "name": "economy", 

 "description": "This category aims to capture document talking about local 

economic problems in Barnsley", 

 "words": [ 

  "unemployment", 

  "jobs" 

 ], 

 "doc_ids": [ 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/457" 

 ] 

 } 

  

Topic  

A Topic does not have a stable Id. Topics can only be addressed by their index position in the list of 
topics of a TopicEngine.  

Attribute Type Required Description 

id String true Index position of the topic in the list of topics. Indexing by 
position is not relevant since the next time the engine runs, it 
might be another topic at this position. Finally, an id come back, 
but it will valid for a given time after the proposal is made (24h 
for example). During this time, a category can be created from 
this topic by providing its id in the "Create Category" function. 

resource_uri String true Corresponding uri 

 

scope String  ‘short_term’ or ‘long_term’ 

quality Float   for later use: A score to rank topics in order to present 'the most 
relevant ones' to the user firsts .. 

summary Array   An array of Strings containing sentences taken from the 
document. The summary must be calculated as part of the topic 
training process in HTS. We'd like to avoid an additional call to 
generate summaries and assume that once a topic is available 
the summary is available as well. 

Currently we expect to get up to 10 sentences per topic. 

words Array true Array of TopicWords   
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doc_ids Array true Array of documents ids of selected documents that are 
representative of this topic. 

Sample Topic  

{ 

    "id": a52b4fe541, 

 "uri": "/hts/api/v1/topicengine/527bb851f8/topic/a54b2c4ea", 

 "quality": 37.04, 

 "scope": “short_term”, 

    "summary": [  

        { "sentence": "The arts exhibition in Paris was a great success." }, 

        { "sentence": "Paintings of dutch masters were in high demand during the 

auction." } 

    ], 

 "words" : [ 

  { "word" : "painting", "probability" : 0.48, }, 

  { "word" : "exhibition", "probability" : 0.42, }  

 ] 

 "doc_ids" : [ 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

  "https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/457" 

 ] 

 } 

 

TopicWord  

Simple object that holds the attributes of a topic's top word or with a category 

Attribute Type Required Description 

word String yes   

probability Float     

API Methods 

The API is REST-based with some exceptions. 

As a general design principle the calls should return as fast as possible. All of them are synchronous, 
so the core platform will be blocked until the calls terminate on the HTS side. If a call triggers a long-
running task then the long-running task must be executed after the (triggering) call has terminated. 

Icon  

The experience with the integration of the core platform and the HTS server is that it's necessary to 
log the result of all calls between both sides and review this logs regularly. We had up to 30% of calls 
terminate with various http errors which leads to inconsistent data on both sides. 

Getting categories by index 

Retrieve categories from their indexes 

HTTP method POST   
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Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_cats_by_index/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request represention An array of categories indexes (integers)   

Result  HTTP 200 - returns an array of the categories of the 
corresponding indexes  

 HTTP 404 - if the topicengine does not exist 

  

  

Getting document indexes 

Retrieve document indexes from their doc_ids 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_docs_indexes/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
represention 

An array of doc_ids see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - returns an array of the indexes 
of the corresponding documents  

 HTTP 404 - if the topicengine does not exist 

  

  

Adding Documents 

Adds a collection of documents to the corpus and returns the related topics for each document. As a 
side effect this call might trigger a retraining of the topic engine. 

It's important for the core platform that this method returns quickly, so depending on the time that 
retraining takes it might be a good idea to infer the topics based on the pre-trained topic engine and 
train the topic engine after this call has terminated. 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_add_documents/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
represention 

An array of TopicEngineDocuments see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - returns an array of ints, the 
indexes of the added documents  

 HTTP 404 - if the topicengine does not 
exist 

  

  

Inferring from Existing Documents 

Returns the related categories for every requested doc_id. Corresponding document must have been 
added to the TopicEngine beforehand. This function have been created for two purposes: separate 

 adding documents and inferring their categories, thus giving the possibility to infer categories later 
and many times; and to separate with the next function that infer categories on not added documents. 
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HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_infer_doc_ids/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
representation 

An array of doc_ids see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of 
InferredDocuments object 

 HTTP 404 - If the topicengine does not 
exist 

see InferredDocument 

  

Inferring Documents 

Returns the related categories for every requested document. Unlike addDocuments this function 
doesn't add the documents to the corpus, but instead it just uses the knowledge that is contained 
inside the topic engine for labeling the documents. 

For the sake of uniformity this API call basically has the same method signature as _add_documents. 

HTTP method POST   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_infer_documents/   

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request 
representation 

An array of TopicEngineDocuments see 
TopicEngineDocument 

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of 
InferredDocuments object 

 HTTP 404 - If the topicengine does not 
exist 

see InferredDocument 

Icon  

WP3 main use cases related to the HTS engine are... 

 interactive search: the user searches for content on Facebook, Twitter etc. and we show him a 
list of search results, but those posts are not added to the corpus. Each post shall be labelled 
based on the existing topic engine. Is this possible with the proposed matrix approach, as it 
contains the links between the categories and the existing documents. 

  

Create Category 

Creates a new category with a given parent category 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_create_category/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 
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Request 
represation 

  topic_id - String - Topic from which the Category is built from (see Topic). 

 name - string - required - The name of the Category 

 words - Array - Optional - The selected words by the annotator (from the 
topic proposal) 

 doc_ids - Array - Optional - The selected documents by the annotator 
(from the topic proposal) 

{ "name": "my first category", "topic_id": "a45bc24eff", "words": [ 

"riot", "ukraine" ], "doc_ids": [ 

"https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/456", 

"https://www.facebook.com/123/posts/457" ]  } 

Result HTTP 200 : The category object is returned with its id and uri fields filled 

HTTP 404 - Topicengine doesn't exist, or Topic doesn't exist or is no more valid. 

  

Update Category Attributes 

Allows the caller to modify the attributes of a topic.  

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_update_category/ 

Request path parameters  id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation  name - string - the new name for the category 

 description - string - the new description for the category 

{ 

 "name": "the categories new name", 

 "description": "the categories new description" 

} 

Result  HTTP 200 - Successfully updated the category 

 HTTP 404 - If the topicengine or the category does not exist 

  

Add Category Words 

Add several words to a specific category. The request might contain words that have already been 
added to the category. The server has to silently ignore those word - no error is expected by the client. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_add_words/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation an array of strings (words) 

[ 

 "arts", "politics", "sports" 

] 
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Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not 
exist 

  

Remove Category Words 

Removes several words from a specific category. If the request contains words that are not associated 
with the category, the server has to silently ignore those words - no error is expected by the client. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_remove_words/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation An array of strings (words) 

[ 

 "arts", "politics", "sports" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not 
exist 

Add Category Documents 

Adds several document ids to a specific category. The request might contain ids for documents that 
already have been associated to the category. The server has to silently ignore those document ids 
withouth raising an error. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_add_docs/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation An array of strings describing the document ids 

[ 

 "http://123.totoweb.html", 

 "http://xyz.acem.com/123.html" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not 
exist 
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Remove Category Documents 

Removes several document ids from a specific category. If the request contains ids for documents that 
have not been associated to the category, the server has to silently ignore those document ids 
withouth raising an error. 

HTTP method POST 

Request path /category/<category_id>/_add_docs/ 

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

 category_id - string - identifier of the category 

Request representation An array of strings describing the document ids 

[ 

 "http://123.totoweb.html", 

 "http://xyz.acem.com/123.html" 

] 

Result  HTTP 200 - Success 

 HTTP 404 - Either the topicengine or the category does not 
exist 

   

Retrieving Categories Documents 

Return the matrix Doc x Category with predictions scores for all documents in the campaign 

HTTP method GET 

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_document_categories/?limit=100&offset=0 

Request path parameters  id - string - identifier of the topicengine 

Request query 
parameters 

 optional paging parameters - see paging get result (Paging) 

Result  HTTP 200 - An InferredDocumentS object (see new 
definition)  

 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist 

 

Get Topics Proposal 

 

HTTP method GET   

Request path /topicengine/<id>/_get_topic_proposals/    

Request path 
parameters 

 id - string - identifier of the topicengine   

Request query 
parameter 

 slice - string - Can only be "hour", "day", "week" or "month" (to 
be defined) 

  

Result  HTTP 200 - An array of TopicS  
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 HTTP 404 - If the specified topicengine does not exist 
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